Abstract : The high-speed spinning of sheath/core type bicomponent fibers consisting of high molecular weight polyethylene terephthalate) (HMPET) and low molecular weight poly(ethylene terephthalate) (LMPET) was performed and the thinning behavior of the spinline was investigated. At lower speeds, the on-line measurement of the spinline diameter revealed that the diameter profile of the bicomponent spinning lies in between those of the HMPET and LMPET single component spinnings. At higher speeds, a neck-like doformation was also found to occur in the bicomponent spinnings. The position of the neck-like deforma tion was closer to the spinneret in comparison with both the single component spinnings. Although the neck like deformation occurred in the bicomponent spinning, the LMPET component in the bicomponent fiber showed low oriented and low crystalline structure.
Introduction

Thinning Behavior in Bicomponent Spinning
The thinning behavior of the spinline can give con siderable insight into the spinline dynamics and machan ism of structure development. We have measured the dia meter profile of the bicomponent spinning for take-up speeds of 3 and 5 km/min. The diameter scale in this figure is logarithmic . 
